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ORGANIZATION ANTHROPOTECHNOLOGICAL CONTINGENCIES

AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH

A. WISNER

Laboratoire d’Ergonomie - Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers

41, rue Gay-Lussac, 7005 Paris -Tel: 331.43.54.18.27 - Fax: 331.43.25.36.14

The approach to the relations between the operator(s) and the technical system bas heen the
subject of considerable work over the last 50 years. The appearance of ergonomics/human

factors was a great stage for us since it meant that engineers who design technical systems cou Id
find out about the properties of the human body: anthropometric, physiological and
psychological properties. The statistical study and experimentation guided by conceptions of
behaviourism constituted and still constitute approaches which are clearly situated from the
epistemological viewpoints and have a rather favourable relation with engineers’ positivist way

of thinking.

Twentyyears after ergonomics, another major scientific movement appeared -sociotechnics -

which showed that the technical system could not be designed effectively unless an analysis
was made of its relations wilh the microsociety constituted by the operators who use the system
in the context of the whole of contemporary industrial society.

The ment of H. Hendrick (1987) and bis colleagues was to show that these two movements
should join to constitute what they called macroergonomics. In a more general way, they
introduced a concept of relativity and choice in the field ofwork design. This is the work ficld
of the O.D.A.M. group which bnings us together. From the outset, H. Hendrick shows that ii
was the increasing complication of production means which demanded this regrouping, the
fundamental aim ofwhich is 10 encourage the exercise of an increasingly complex operational
cognition. The cognitivist movenlent gave a conceplual unity to this new stage of Dur reflection
by singling out the concept of socially shared cognition (Resnick et colI., 1992).

ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS

The specific contribution made by the French-speaking school of ergonomics was that of
proposing a clearly formalized methodology: Ergonomic Work Analysis (E.W.A.). This
approach tends to understand what happens in the operational activity at its most intnicale
level. It collects behaviours of action, observation and communication and groups them in
squences, the significance of which is enlightened through self-confrontation. When the
operator discovers the description of his own hehaviour, he makes remarks about the way it is
described and gives explanations 0f the anomalies which the ergonomist may have discovered.
In this case, it is no longer a matter of using the properties of the human body, but that of
discovering how they are implemented by the operator himself according to strategies linked
to his own status and the real work sithation. After this analysis, it is possible to understand
how operators build the problems which they have to tackle and the pragmatic obstacles they
encounter in this construction (Wisner, 1994). It is then possible to suggest modifications to
the technical system and/or organization and training. It is also possible to constitute models
of the behaviour observed. These computerized models may be tested and used in critical
situations in order to prevent the appearance of dangerous hehaviour. In aIl cases, it is possible
and praciical to build a tree of causes which helps undersiand the criticai points - usually
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multiple - whose existence prevents the technicai system from working properly on a

permanent basis. Thanks to the tree of causes, it is possible to identify the aspects of the

situation which may be transformed in an effective and inexpensive way.

ANTI-IROPOTECHNOLOGY

The need to correct the poor results of technology transfers led to an analysis being made of

Ihe causes of operating differences in the same technical system in the seller and buyer

countries. lnitiaiiy, cultural differences were expiored (Chapanis et coli., 1975; Hofstede,

1980). In fact, the operating conditions of technical systems are infiuenced by geography,

ecoriomics, demography and sociology as weB as by ethnical diversity. The influence of these

various factors on operation of the technical system and the resources available to correct

operating defects constitute anthropo(echnology (Wisner, 1976, 1984a).

hie expression “anthropotechnoiogy, was created in order to distinguish the field it covers

[rom the more restricted fieid of ergonomics. Although ergonornics tends to use and create

knowledge about man, knowledge which may enable the design and operalion of technical

systems, anthropotechnology makes use of ail the human sciences with the same aim of

improving the operation of technical systems. It appeared necessary for Ibis epistemological

icap tu he marked out in words, although both ergonomies and anthropotechnoiogy benefit

[rom E.W.A. However, it is obvious that the causes attached tu the field ofanthropotechnoiogy

arc Iocated much further in tue tree of causes and need reniedies of another type.

In certain cases, difficulties are avoided by the constitution of”anthropotechnological islands”

(Wisner, 19841)) where everything operatesjust like in the seller country thanks 10 considerabie

cxpcnditure in investment and operation which is justified by technological characteristics

(Civil Avia0on) or tue rnarket (luxury tourism, international saie produçts). Most of the lime,

ihere is still a significant difference, and a corisiderahie one, hetween the exporter and importer

country. In the importer country, the operating defects may become serious and iead to

opcration in downgraded mode or even the stoppage of production. The origin of these

problems is found, for example, in power cuts and the salinity of water availabie (Aw, 1989),

wrong location of the plant and the presence ofsand in the water (Kerbal, 1989), staff tu rnover

and loss of skills (Sahhi, 1984; Sagar, 1989), the use ofan unfavourahle production organization

(Ahrahao, 1986) and serious clashes between traditionai and industriai cultures as regards

know-how, age and private life (Madi, 1994).

I lowever, these unfavourable tendencies can still be fought - often successfuily - through the

choice of another organization method (Abraho, 1986), by the skiii of operators (Meckassoua,

19X6) and, hetter stili, by good relations hetween the skills of the companies and those of

operators (Rubio, 1990).

Ti lE WORK OFTI lE MANAGER: A VERBAL ACfIVITY

In an attempi 10 systemize the approach 10 a concrete industrial Situation, il appeared that

E.\V.A. of a manager in charge of a production work.shop could he useful. In e[fcct, ibis

manager was in relation with ail members of the management and with aIl the operators in

charge of production, cuber directly or through workshop managers. In a way, he wa ai the

node of the organization (Langa, 1994), (Langa and Wisner., 1994).

I lowever, E.W.A. of a manager has ail the essentiai particuiarities which make it difficult to

do. First of ail, it is a mainly verbal activity, as is increasingiy the case with work activities in

the services sector and in other parts of the economy. In addition, this verbal activity reflects

the role of the manager in muitiple and complex activities The origin and meaning of

verbalizations are not obvious and, in order to be understood, require explanations which are

linked 10 aIl the aspects of the company. That is why P. Langa proposed a methodology which

includes at ieast three staes of analysis: transcription of the verbalizations, written

self-confrontation and interviews guided by facts.

Art analysis of the resuits obtained as such shows categories of explanatory elements which

were identified previously (geographic, economic, social and anthropoiogical determinants),

ail the more so since P. Langa aiso analyzed the work of a manager situated at the same level

as the manager in Zaïre, but in a company, operating in France, which used the same

technology.

The fact that Zaïre is supplied with ou hy Iarge-capacity ou tankers which arrive in port at

rather unexpected dates - due to the freight and navigation conditions - is combined with the

port’s Iow storage apacity and the irregular operation of the railway une which Iinks the port

and Kinshasa, where the plant is located, in such a way that periods when there is a lack of raw

materials alternate with periods when any sort container is sought for ou storage. This is

considerable supplementary work which the manager has to do.

Trade relations are atso difficuit in view of the plant’s low storage capacity and the unexpected

characteristic of orders. Due to this, the manager tries 10 foresee the orders which wili arrive

by finding out the state of custorners’ stocks. In effect, the customers thernseives keep low

stocks and there is a risk of them turning to a rival supplier if the specific produci they need is

not available, despite their lack of foresight. If the manager simply relies on bis company’s

bureaucratie system, he wiil lose his customers, or al ieast a good part of the order.

A third example is iinked to the unexpected charactèr of operator absenteeism. The power of

the traditionai social system is such that they must go to their village if a relative dies. This

must he doue immediately since the funerai takes place the day after the death. On the other

hand, the modem social system is poor and the operator bas 10 take care of bis own social or

health probiems or those of bis family since there is no dispensary or weifare office nearhy. In

addition, the operator has no phone and cannot give warning of the lime or length of bis

absence.

ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS OFTHETRANSFER SITUATION

P. Langa’s observations show that Zaïrian society and the geographic, economic and social

condit1ions. which prevail in Zaïre dor’t just have negative effects like those mentioned

previously. As such, ahsenteeism without warning bas an anthropologicai link with tbe great

flexibility ofstaffemployment. Wben the manager needs tu make operators work several hou rs

overtime, this generaliy takes place without any major difficuities and without any warning for

the family since the Jack of telephones also modifies the representation which the family may

have of an operator’s unexpected delay. It is flot an accident which is mentioned immediately,

as couid be the case in Europe, Japan or the United States, buta delaywith an accepted social

origin, a ‘normal’ delay. However, it should be noted that the operator flegotiates an additional

free meal as a bonus for working overtime.

Another example of the double roie of society in the work activity is given by the forecasting

of orders. It bas been seen that orders arrive laie and unexpectediy through the administrative

cbannel, with the risk of flot being delivered and business being iost. But Zaïrian society is

fairiy toierant in regard to the manager seeking information from different peopie, in particular

tank-truck drivers about stocks which customers stiii have, and even [rom rivai companies.

Flere again, difficulties due tu the company’s lack of planning are offset by a powerful social

system which reduces the importance of secrecy and enabies a lot of barriers to be overcorne.

Thus, in an industry like the production of ou mixtures, we see that the same social ruies wh ich

determine difficulties also make them casier to solve on condition, however, that the

organization which cornes [rom another country dues flot oppose this operation. If this foreign

organization is respected, as it tends lobe by the company’s administrative officers, production
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• suffers from ail sorts ofdifficuities in the local situation, without benefiting from the facilities HENDRICK H.W. (1987) Organizational design in Saivendy G., Handbook of Human

al the disposai of the same situation. The organization chart of the activities of managers in Factors, Wiley pub. New-York
• Zaïre and France ciearly describes these negative and positive differences.

HQFSTEDE 0. (1980) Cuiture’s consequences: international differences in work-related

But should a very different organization be accepted definitively in Zaïre and in France and, values, Sage pub. London.
in particuiar an informai organization in Zaïre and a very rigid one in France. It might mean
that, in Zaïre, organization bas 10 evolve towards a more formaiized functioning which, in KERBALA. (1989) La genèse du mode dégradé en milieu industriel. Etude dans l’industrie
particular, would be successful with managers who are less talented and don’t work as hard as papetière algérienne: approche anthropotechnologique. Thèse de doctorat en Ergonomie.
theone ohserved hy P. Langa. However, it should flot he forgotten that the material conditions Laboratoire d’Ergonomie du CNAM, pub. Paris.
which explain the Zaïrian organization cannot be neglected. These are the conditions which
create the instability that Perrow (1967) characterized hy the variability of the task and the LANGA P. (1994) Adaptation ou création de l’organisation du travail lors d’un transfer de

difficulty of foreseeing these variations. In ail cases of great instability, Perrow recommended technologie. Analyse de l’activité de l’encadrement et conception de l’organisation. Thèse de

an organization that is less centralized, iess complex and less formalized than thatwhich wouid doctorat d’Ergonomie, CNAM, Paris.
be desirable in a more stable situation. This is what was noted by Abrahao (1986) in Brazilian
distilleries and by Langa (1994) in Zaïrese and French ou mixing plants. As long as the ou LANGA P. et WISNER A. (1984) Organisational design: Contribution of the

tankers arrive in port unexpectedly and stocks remain insufficient - both at the port and in each anthropotechnologicai approach (to be published in the proceedings of this symposium)

company - and as long as the railway une remains insufficient and overioaded and the countrys
economy suffers sharp variations, organization must ailow for adapted management. We MADI M. (1993) Personai communication
consider that this is a new category of contingency to be taken into account in the theory of
organizatiolis:anthropotechnologicplcontingencies,contingencieswhich,aswehaveseencan MECKASSOUA K. (1986) Etude comparée des activités de régulation dans le cadre d’un

he analyzed and modified ifwe have the necessary financial means. For example, in our çase, transfert de technologie. Approche anthropotechnologique. Thèse de Doctorat en

an increase in the plant’s storage capacity would lead to an organization that is less dependent Ergonomie. Laboratoire d’Ergonomie du CNAM, Parts.
on anthropotechnological contingencies. However, this example, taken from
technical-economic conditions, should flot lead to more anthropoiogical contingencies being PERROW C. (1967) A framework for the comparative analysis of organisations. American

neglected: skills, social standards of relations, informai information circuits, etc. I Sociological Review 194-208

A LiVING ORGANIZATION RESNJCK LB., LEVINE.M.,TEASLEYS.D. (1992) Sociallyshared cognition, American

Psychological Association pub. Washington
Another interesting question is that of the conditions under which a switch is made from one
organization to another, if such a change turns out 10 he possible and necessary, for example RUBIO C. (1990) La maîtrise technologique: l’exemple des téléphones philippins: une

after an increase in the plant’s storage capacity which would lead to work planning that is more approche anthropotechnoiogi9ue. Thèse de Doctorat en Ergonomie, Laboratoire

accurate and more respected. In this field, the work of Garfinkel (1967) contributes very useful d’Ergonomie du CNAM pub. Paris.
concepts of ethnomethodology. In effect, in a new organizational situation, the pooling and
sharing procedures change. Ail the practices of actions and roles are transformed in the SAGAR M. (1989) La conduite des dispositifs automatisés fonctionnant en mode dégrade.

perspective of changes in ‘socialiy-shared” knowiedge, knowledge which may thus be r Modèle théorique et méthodologique d’analyse. Thèse de Doctorat en Ergonomie,

confirmed, modified or increased. With this in mmd, it wouid be interesting 10 note how the Laboratoire d’Ergonomie du CNAM pub. Paris.
relationai practices, which we can study thanks to a certain form of ergonomie work analysis,
evolve before and after a technical and/ororganizational change. This is one of the living fields SAHBI N. (1989) La maintenance des étançons hydrauliques dans une mine de phosphates.

of organization in which ODAM is interested. I Problèmes d’ergonomie et d’organisation. Mémoire d’Ergonomie CNAM, Laboratoire

d’Ergonomie du CNAM pub. Paris.
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The approach to the relations between the operator(s) and the technical system has been the
subject of considerable work over the last 50 years. The appearance of ergonomics/human
factors was a great stage for us since it meant that engineers who design technical systems could
find out about the properties of the human body: anthropometric, physiological and
psychological properties. The statistical study and experimentation guided by conceptions of
behaviourism constituted and stili constitute approaches which are clearly situated from the
epistemological viewpoints and have a rather favourable relation with engineers’ positivist way
of thinicing.

Twenty years after ergonomics, another major scientific movement appeared -sociotechnics -

which showed that the technical systemn could flot be designed effectively unless an analysis
was made of its relations with the microsociety constituted by the operators who use the system
in the context of the whole of contemporary industrial society.

The ment of H. Hendrick (1987) and his colleagues was to show that these two movements
should join to constitute what they called macroergonomics. In a more general way, they
introduced a concept of relativity and choice in the field ofwork design. This is the work field
of the O.D.A.M. group which brings us together. From the outset, H. Hendrick shows that it
was the increasing complication of production means which demanded this regrouping, the
fundamnental aitu of which is to encourage the exercise of an increasingly complex operationai
cognition. The coguitivist movement gave a conceptual unity to this new stage of our reflection
by singling out the concept of socially shared cognition (Resnick et coli., 1992).

ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSTS

The specific contribution made by the French-speaking school of ergonomics was that of
proposing a clearly formalized methodology: Ergonornic Work Analysis (E.W.A.). This

approach tends to understand what happens in the operational activity at its most intricate
level. It collects behaviours of action, observation and communication and groups them in

sequences, the significance of which is enlightened through self-confrontation. When the

operator discovers the description of his own behaviour, he makes remarks about the way it is

described and gives explanations of the anomalies which the ergonomist may have discovered.

In this case, it is no longer a matter of using the properties of the human body, but that of

discovening how they are implemented by the operator himself according to strategies linked

to his own status and the real work situation. After this analysis, it is possible to understand

how operators build the problems which they have to tackie and the pragmatic obstacles they

encounter in this construction (Wisner, 1994). It is then possible to suggest modifications to

the technical system and/or organization and training. It is also possible to constitute models

of the behaviour observed. These computerized models may be tested and used in critical

situations in order to prevent the appearance of dangerous behaviour. In ail cases, it is possible

and practical to build a tree of causes which helps understand the critical points - usually



multiple - whose existence prevents the technical system frorn working properly on a
permanent basis. Thanks to the tree of causes, it is possible to identify the aspects of the
situationwhich may be transformed in an effective and inexpensive way.

ANTHROPOTECHNOLOGY

The need to correct the poor resuits of technolcgy transfers lcd te an analysis being made of
the causes cf operating differences in the saine technical system in the seller and buyer
countries. Initially, cultural differences were explored (Chapanis et ccli., 1975; Hofstede,
1980). In fact, the operating conditions of technical systems are influenced by geography,
econcmics, demography and sociclogy as well as by ethnical diversity. The influence of these
various factors on operation of the technical system and the resources available to correct
cperating defects constitute anthropotechnology (Wisner, 1976, 1984a).

The expression ‘anthropotechnclogy” was created in order te distinguish the field it covers
from the more restricted field of ergonomics. Although ergonomics tends to use and create
kncwledge about man, knowledge which rnay enable the design and operation of technical
systems, anthropotechnology makes use of ail the human sciences with the same aim of
improving the operation of technical systems. It appeared necessary for this epistemological
leap to be marked out in words, although both ergonornics and anthropotechnology benefit
from E.W.A. However, it is obvious that the causes attached to the field of anthropotechnology
are located much further in the tree cf causes and need remedies of another type.

In certain cases, difficulties are avoided by the constitution of “anthropotechnological islands”
(Wisner, 1984b) where everything operates just like in the seller country thanks te considerable
expenditure in investment and operation which is justified by technological characteristics
(Civil Aviation) or the market (luxury tcurism, international sale products). Most of the time,

there is stiil a sigriificant difference, and a considerable one, between the exporter and importer

country. In the importer country, the operating defects may become serious and lead to
cperatidn in downgraded mode or even the stoppage cf production. The origin cf these

problems is found, for example, in power cuts and the salinity cf water available (Aw, 1989),

wrong location of the plant and the presence cf sand in the water (Kerbal, 1989), staff turnover

and loss cf skills (Sahbi, 1984; Sagar, 1989), the use cf an unfavourable production organization

(Abrahao, 1986) and sericus clashes between traditional and industrial cultures as regards

kncw-how, age and private life (Madi, 1994).

Hcwever, these unfavcurable tendencies can stiil be fought - cften successfully - through the

chcice cf another crganization inethcd (Abraho, 1986), by the skill cf cperatcrs (Meckassoua,

1986) and, better stiil, by gccd relations between the skills cf the companies and those cf

operators (Rubic, 1990).

THE WORK 0F THE MANAGER: A VERBAL ACTPVTFY

In an attempt te systemize the apprcach te a ccncrete industrial situation, it appeared that

E.W.A. cf a manager in charge cf a production workshcp cculd be useful. In effect, this

manager was in relation with ail members cf the management and with ail the operators in

charge of production, either directly or tlirough workshop managers. In a way, he was at the

node of the organization (Langa, 1994), (Langa and Wisner, 1994).

However, E.W.A. of a manager has ail the essential particularities which make it difficuit to

do. First of ail, it is a mainly verbal activity, as is increasingly the case with work activities in

the services sector and in other parts of the economy. In addition, this verbal activity reflects

the role of the manager in multiple and complex activities. The engin and meaning of

verbalizations are flot obvious and, in order to be understood, require explanations which are

linked te ail the aspects cf the company. That is why P. Langa proposed a methcdology which



includes at least three stages of analysis: transcription of the verbalizations, written
self-confrontation and interviews guided by facts.
An analysis cf the resuits obtained as such shows categories cf explanatory elements which
were identified previously (geographic, e conomic, social and anthropological d eterminants)
ail the more so since P. Langa also analyzed the work of a manager situated at the saine levej
as the manager in Zaïre, but in a company, operating in France, which used the saine
technology.

The fact that Zaïre is supplied with cil by large-capacity oil tankers which arrive in port at
rather unexpected dates — due ta the freight and navigation conditions - is combined with the
port’s low starage capacity and the irregular aperation of the railway une which linlcs the port
and Kinshasa, wbere the plant is located, in such a way that pericds when there is a lack of raw
materials alternate with periods when any sort container is sought for ail storage. This is
considerable supplementary wark which the manager has ta do.

Trade relations are also difficuit in view of the plant’s low storage capacity and the unexpected
characteristic of orders. Due ta this, the manager tries ta foresee the orders which will arrive

by finding out the state cf customers’ stocks. In effect, the customers themselves keep low

stocks and there is a risk of them turning ta a rival supplier if the specific product they need is

flot available, despite their lack 0f faresight. If the manager simply relies an his company’s

bureaucratic systern, he will lase bis custamers, or at least a goad part cf the order.

A third example is linked ta the unexpected character cf operator absenteeism. The power cf

the traditional social system is such that they must go ta their village if a relative dies. This

must be donc immediately since the funeral takes place the day after the death. On the other

hand, the modem social system is poor and the operator bas ta take care cf bis own social or

health problems or thase of bis farnily since there is no dispensary or welfare office nearby. In

addition, the aperator has no phone and cannat give warning cf the turne or length cf his

absence.

ADVATAGES ANI) DRAWBACKS 0F THE TRANSFER SITUATION

P. Langa’s observations show that Zaïrian scciety and the geographic, economic and social

conditions which prevail in Zaïre don’t just have negative effects like those mentioned

previously. As such, absenteeism without warning has an anthropolagical linlc with the great

flexibility cf staff emplayment. When die manager needs ta make operatars wark several hours

avertime, this generally takesplace without any major difficulties and without any warning for

the family since the lack of telephanes aisa modifies the representatian which the family may

have of an aperator’s unexpected delay. It is flot an accident which is mentioned immediately,

as could be the case in Europe, Japan or the United States, but a delay with an accepted social

engin, a “normal” delay. However, it shculd be noted that die operator negotiates an additional

free meal as a bonus for working overtime.

Anather example cf the double raie cf society in the work activity is given by die forecasting

cf orders. It bas been seen that orders arrive late and unexpectedly through the administrative

channel, with the risk cf net being deivered and business being lost. But Zaïrian society is

fairly tolerant in regard to the manager seeking information from different people, in particular

tank-truck drivers about stocks which custcmers stiil have, and even from rival companies.

Here again, difficulties due to the company’s lack cf planning are offset by a powerful social

system which reduces the importance cf secrecy and enables a lot cf barriers to be overcome.

Thus, in an industry like the production of ail mixtures, we sec that the saine social mies which

determine difficuities aise make them easier to solve en condition, however, that the

organization which cornes from another country does net oppose this operation. If this foreign

organization is respected, as it tends ta be by the company’s administrative afficers, production



suffers from ail sorts of difficulties in the local situation, without benefiting from the facilities
at the disposai of the same situation. The organization chart of the activities of managers in
Zaïre and France clearly describes these negative and positive differences.

But shouM a very different organization be accepted definitiveiy in Zaïre and in France and,
in particular an informai organization in Zaïre and a very rigid one in France. li might mean
that, in Zaïre, organization has to evoive towards a more formaiized functioning which, in
particular, would be successfuLwith managers who are iess talented and don’t work as hard as
the one observed by P. Langa. However, it should flot be forgotten that the material conditions
which expiain the Zaïrian organization cannot be neglected. These are the conditions which
create the instability that Perrow (1967) characterized by the variability of the task and the
difficulty of foreseeing these variations. In ail cases of great instability, Perrow reconimended
an organization that is less centralized, iess complex and less formahzed than that which wouid
be desirable in a more stable situation. This is what was noted by Abrahao (1986) in Braziiian
distilleries and by Langa (1994) in Zaïrese and French ou mixing plants. As long as the ou
tankers arrive in port unexpectedly and stocks remain insufficient - both at the port and in each
company - and as long as the railway une remains insufficient and overloaded and the country’s
economy suffers sharp variations, organization must allow for adapted management. We
consider that this is a new category of contingency to be taken into account in the theory of
organizations: anthropotechnological contingencies, contingencies which, as we have seen, can
be analyzed and modified if we have the necessary financial means. For example, in our case,
an increase in the plant’s storage capacity would lead to an organization that is less dependent
on anthropotechnological contingencies. However, this example, taken from
technical-economic conditions, should flot lead to more anthropologicai contingencies being
neglected: skills, social standards of relations, informai information circuits, etc.

A LIVING ORGANIZATION

Another interesting question is that of the conditions under which a switch is made from one
organization to another, if such a change turns out to be possible and necessary, for. example
after an increase in the plant’s storage capacity which would lead to work planning that is more
accurate and more respected. In this field, the work of Garfinkel (1967) contributes very useful
concepts of ethnomethodology. In effect, in a new organizational situation, the pooling and
sharing procedures change. Ail the practices of actions and roles are transformed in the
perspective of changes in ‘socially-shared” knowledge, knowledge which may thus be
confirmed, modified or increased. With this in mmd, it would be interesting to note how the
relational practices, which we can study thanks to a certain form of ergonomic work analysis,
evolve before and after a technical and!or organizational change. This is one of the living fields
of organization in which ODAM is interested.
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